
Eon. John Conyers, chairman 
House Government Operations Committee 
House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 2.0515 
Dear John, 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Rd., 
Frederick, MD 21702 

.1 hope the staffer who goes over the mail will pay close attention to the enclosed 
letter to mm from the 	which spells out its determination to violate tie new Act and 
then to my letter to the FBI. I regret that my typing caenot be anibetter..I was much 
sicker than I .thought the last time I saw you and have been increasingly limited in 
whht I can do since then. 

All the FBI is tureing over the CtARA is what it has already been forced to dis-
close. Hy letter nentions some of what is reldvant and it withheld from me and con-
tinues to eithhold. Thiz includes, toward the end of ey letter, What can make quite a 
hearing and move th whole subject onto a different .level because what it withholds 
disproves the Warren fteport and is what can cause the FBI serious embarrassment. 

You have a printed copy of that picture of the shirt collar that shows the only 
damage to it could-not have been by a bullet in Post Nortem, which I gave you when it 

.)" was published. I enclose a zeros of it. Jim Loser was my lawyer. Be has photographic 
prints and the depositiOn transcri 	I refer to. Before finally testifying Cs I say co ki  
trazier and the other agents refused to answer such questions unless they were paid 4 
more than the erescribed and paid witness fees on the ground that they were Ang asked 
for professional services for which they were entitled to be paid! 

,I hope you see the hearing potential is this that I see! And thely0 is more like it. 
I am sorry that when I wrote and asked for it I was not given a copy of the hearings 

because at the very least that fraud Posner imposed upon you for cheap publicity for his 
book then to be contracted for paperback. He is a conscious liar and those interviews 
of which he boasted had but a single )Urpose, circumventing the.  established official 
fact that proves his book/was a dishonest concept for commercializing and e%ploiting 
the JFK assassination. 

He even plagiarised from thef  aureork of a boy then of 151.  

Best wishes, 

IUCehtf'W 

Rarold Weisberg 
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11,crinit“ e2e%n7.1Ana.r4on: 

This is an actual FBI print, not from the Warren Commission's files, obtained as de-

scribed in Chapter 30, especially beginning on p.328. It has this caption typed on 

the back: "Photograph depicting portion of Exhibit 60." It is less clear as part of 

FBI Exhibit 60 (p:597) but in even that form shows much more than any picture the 

Commission dared print. In itself this picture, presented here for the first time 

anywhere, destroys the entire Warren Report and means the falsity could not have been 

accidental. It shows not bullet holeS but slits. It also shows that when the shirt 

is buttoned they do not coincide and on this added basis could not have been made by 

a bullet. Note that the slit on the button side is entirely below the neckband while 

that on the buttonhole aide extends well up onto it. The FBI and the Commission both 

knew their representations were false. The Commission blundered into the truth sepa-

rately when Dulles asked Dr. Carrico where the President's front neck wound was and 

Carrico told him it was above the shirt. Carrico confirmed this to me when he also 

confirmed the obvious, that this damage to the shirt was done when the necktie was 

cut off by nurses under his supervision during emergency treatment. 
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